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In Dakar in 2013, I asked Pierrot Gueye1 where his son went to elementary school.
When Pierrot explained that he attended a private school, I commented that
‘Notre Dame Elisabeth is a very good school!’, presuming he referred to the
well-known private school in his neighbourhood. Pierrot looked surprised and
responded: ‘No, no, no. He goes to the one on the other side of the street, Al
Kitaba.’ It had not occurred to me that Pierrot Gueye, who was himself educated
to university level in French schools in Dakar, would choose to send his son to a
school where classes were taught in Arabic as well as French, rather than the well-
reputed French-language school nearby. Furthermore, Pierrot’s nieces and
nephews who lived on the ground floor of the Gueye house all attended private
French schools, funded by remittances from abroad. In Senegal, children who
live together commonly attend different schools, indexing adults’ unequal invest-
ments in their futures. In neoliberal Dakar, resources from international migration
have widened inequalities within and between families.

Francophone diplomas (such as those students earn at Notre Dame Elisabeth)
provide access to salaried employment in Senegal and are commonly recognized
abroad, whereas the value of diplomas from Franco-Arabic schools on the
formal labour market remains uncertain, given that these institutions gained
official state recognition only recently. Yet, teaching in Arabic has a long
history and cultural legitimacy in Senegal and might provide access to informal
economic and religious networks. Whether a child goes to school on one side of
the street or the other can thus index the future paths parents imagine possible
for their children, in Senegal and abroad.2

In this article, I analyse the recent proliferation of private schools in Dakar and
the ways in which Senegalese parents navigate the multiplicity of school choices, in
order to understand how families struggle to ensure their social and material
reproduction in a neoliberal economy. I suggest that educational choices are situ-
ated at the intersection of global and intra-family inequalities. The unequal distri-
bution of resources among family members reflects long-standing patterns of
asymmetrical and complementary relationships among kin organized by gender
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and generation (Buggenhagen 2012; Moya 2017). In recent years, international
migration has made global inequalities apparent within and between Senegalese
families, who are unequally positioned depending on whether they include
members living abroad.

Successive neoliberal reforms since the 1980s have dramatically reduced
funding for state services and the number of public sector jobs in Senegal
(Ridell 1992; Osmont 1995). Austerity measures associated with programmes of
structural adjustment reconfigured the value of a francophone education, once
thought to provide sure access to salaried employment, and encouraged an
influx of international migration (Adepoju 2000). Increasing rates of unemploy-
ment in Dakar and tightening immigration controls in France have led
Senegalese to migrate to new destinations, including the US, Italy and Spain
(Lessault and Flahaux 2013; Fall 2016).

In this context of economic volatility, family life in Senegal is characterized by
anxiety and uncertainty about the future. An examination of schooling choices in
Senegalese families sheds light on parents’ efforts to invest in their children’s,
and thus their own, futures. Whether to fund a child’s private schooling and at
which institution is a choice shaped by adults’ desires to demonstrate their own
success, to invest in promising children, to redistribute resources within the
family, and to secure the material future of their kin group. Investments in chil-
dren’s education exist in a logic of intergenerational reciprocity: adults hope
that, later on, successful children will be able and willing to provide for their ben-
efactors. The prestige and potential future security provided by astute investments
in the right child and the right school are more readily available to migrants, who
often devote large portions of their earnings abroad to school fees for their own
and their relatives’ children. Non-migrants often struggle to offer their children
similar opportunities.

Some authors on kinship andmigration have criticized the viewofmigration as an
exceptional situation that creates problems and suffering for families, who are tacitly
presumed to be co-residing nuclear units (Bryceson and Vuorela 2002; Razy and
Baby-Collin 2011; Baldassar and Merla 2013). Africanist scholars have demon-
strated that the ‘materialityof care’ (Coe 2011) is arguably as important to themain-
tenance of kinship relations as are spatial proximity anddaily care (see alsoCole and
Groes 2016). In this article, I use school investments to track who finances and cares
for which child, locally or transnationally.

Focusing on the children in a single household in Dakar, this article examines
school choices made by adults in Senegal and abroad, to highlight the ways in
which global inequalities are reflected in unequal investments in children’s educa-
tion. In my fieldwork, the children of migrants were, without exception, enrolled in
private schools, whereas other children in their households often attended public
schools. In the Gueye home, the children of migrants and non-migrants alike all
went to private schools, but the type of school, language of instruction, cost of fees
and location varied for each child.

The Gueye house was a large, two-storey family home in Yoff, a suburb of
Dakar, that Pierrot’s father had built in the 1970s. The first floor was occupied
by Pierrot (who had never migrated), his wife and children. Pierrot’s half-siblings
(of a different mother) and their children occupied the ground floor, where several
migrants contributed to the budget, including Khady Gueye, who lived in the US.
Through the analysis of the Gueye home, I propose to deliver a living portrait of a
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modern family and the strategies of social ascension over three generations. To
deal with everyday issues such as educating the next generation, adults make stra-
tegic choices depending on their current socio-economic position and future hor-
izons with respect to long-standing ‘economic moralities’ in Senegal (Maurer
2009; Yount-André 2017).

I first present the diversification of the educational landscape in Dakar over the
last twenty years. The multiplicity of private school types and the diverse oppor-
tunities to which each type could provide access have made investing in schooling
a complicated gamble for parents. I then develop the analytical concept of
maisonnée (Weber 2002), which represents an intimate and economic unit that
may include people beyond those who co-habit (such as migrants) and might
exclude kin who live together in one physical house but do not share everyday
expenses. Here, I use the maisonnée to delineate kin who pool their resources
for child-rearing and group social mobility. I argue that the Gueye ‘family
home’ (këru famiy) or paternal house (kër baay) physically anchors two
maisonnées, one downstairs (which includes Khady and another migrant) and
one upstairs (Pierrot’s, which includes no migrants). Through an examination
of the school choices of Khady’s downstairs maisonnée, I demonstrate how
unequal relationships between adults (relative to gender, age, social achievement
and education) and the potential of each child (including opportunities to
migrate) lead to divergent school choices and uneven investments in children
from the same maisonnée. Finally, an analysis of Pierrot’s upstairs maisonnée
demonstrates how investments in local legitimacy may provide a means of
coping with economic decline, as experienced by many in Senegal who have not
succeeded in migrating.

The gamble of children’s schooling under neoliberal capitalism

My fieldwork took place in a crowded suburb of Dakar called Yoff, in the homes of
geer (non-casted) and Lebu families with member(s) who had migrated abroad.
These large households represent heterogeneous family units living in common
properties, and often include inhabitants from several socio-economic levels.
These families belong to the lower middle class in Dakar, characterized by high
schooling aspirations for children, but with a deep anxiety about families’ social
and material reproduction (see Darbon 2012; Noret 2016). In this section, I
examine howMuslim parents navigate between private school choiceswith different
regimes of value and opportunity. Given historical political-economic changes and
transformations in Senegal’s educational system, French education and Arabic-
Islamic knowledge can both lead to opportunities and a child’s success in life.

Pierrot and Khady’s father, Ousmane Gueye, built his family’s two-storey house
in Yoff at a time when most houses in the neighbourhood had one single floor and
simple sheet-metal roofs. Deceased in 2006, Ousmane had a successful trajectory
without francophone education. Having attended a Qur’anic school (daara) in
Rufisque, he worked as a bricklayer during a time of rapid urbanization in
Dakar, which allowed him to start his own company and hire several workers.
He went on to marry four wives and he had nineteen children, securing three
key symbols of social success: house, wives and children.
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After Senegal’s independence in 1960, Ousmane’s neighbours who attended
French schools obtained desk jobs as civil servants. French schooling seemed to
offer the best opportunities for the future and Ousmane had the means to send
Khady, Pierrot and all their siblings to public French schools, some up to univer-
sity level (see Figure 1). Subsequently, the adult siblings invested significant sums
in private schools (French or Franco-Arabic) for the next generation, Ousmane’s
grandchildren. If, for Ousmane’s generation, the key to upward mobility seemed
to be investing in formal, francophone public education, today urban parents
invest massively in private schooling.

Today, public education is regularly criticized in Senegalese newspapers and
everyday conversations. Since the late 1980s, major cutbacks in government
spending on education have led to regular teacher strikes and a double-shift
system in many public elementary schools, in which one set of students attends
school in the morning and another goes in the afternoon. In response, private
schools have boomed since the early 2000s. In Dakar, roughly 40 per cent of elem-
entary-level pupils attended private schools in 2013 (République du Sénégal 2015:
28). Whether parents can afford to pay private school tuition fees has become a
glaring indicator of socio-economic gaps between and within urban families.3

As a result of this privatization, especially of primary schools, parents are faced
with an incredibly diverse educational landscape.

At present, there are three main types of private elementary school in Senegal:
Catholic, secular, and Franco-Arabic.4 The first two types of school are commonly
referred to as ‘French schools’, in that instruction takes place only in French. In
Franco-Arabic schools, teaching is in both French and Arabic.5 Catholic schools
are the oldest private schools in the country and have long been considered the
best French schools by Senegalese people. Secular French schools, which were
founded from the late 1990s, introduced a wider variety of educational options
and levels of performance (Lewandowski 2011). Franco-Arabic schools represent
a more recent addition to the ‘formal’ education system, but Arabic-language
schooling has a long history in Senegal.

Qur’anic schools were first established in Senegal in the eleventh century and
were a locus of African resistance against colonialization (Ware 2009). When
French colonists established a formal francophone education system in the
early twentieth century, religious schooling in Arabic did not cease to exist but
continued in parallel. To control Qur’anic schooling and encourage Senegalese
people to enrol their children in colonial schools, the French authorities estab-
lished the first Franco-Arabic schools (medersas), where teaching took place in
both French and Arabic (Villalón and Bodian 2012). The secular postcolonial
state maintained colonial efforts to regulate Qur’anic and Arabic education
(Dia 2015). Beginning in the 1970s, modern Islamic associations and later
Sufi brotherhoods ran Franco-Arabic schools, with both religious and secular

3Monthly fees for elementary private schools in Dakar vary from 3,500 (€5) to 25,000 FCFA
(€38) (Niang 2014), not including registration, transportation and lunch fees, which can double
or triple overall costs.

4I do not claim to give an exhaustive list of the types of private school that exist in Senegal.
I focus on the area of Dakar and types of school visited during my fieldwork.

5It should be noted that the native language of children in Dakar is primarily Wolof.
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instruction, in an effort to better prepare Muslim pupils for professional integra-
tion.7 In 2002, the Senegalese government under Abdoulaye Wade passed a law
that allowed private Franco-Arabic schools to award national diplomas and
receive state subsides.8 In so doing, the government incorporated ‘informal’
types of Franco-Arabic schooling into the ‘formal’ education system. This in
turn allowed Senegal to reach the imperative of ‘universal school attendance’
required by international bodies (Lewandowski 2011; D’Aoust 2013; Niang
2014). This ultimately led the state to establish the first high-school examinations
in Arabic in 2013. Given the recentness of this shift, Arabic diplomas still have
little value in Senegal’s contractual labour market.

Charlier (2004) summarizes the hierarchyof private schools as follows:9 Catholic
schools are highly selective (with high fees and entrance exams) and providewhat is
perceived to be an elite education. Secular schools accept lower-achieving pupils
whose families are able to pay private school fees. Franco-Arabic schools are
halfway between the French system and the Qur’anic system. It is noteworthy
that Qur’anic education is a priority forMuslim families of all social backgrounds,
but usually operates alongside French education.10 Finally, Franco-English and

FIGURE 1 School choices for children in upstairs and downstairs maisonnées in
2014.6

6The schooling levels of adult siblings are represented by the following: U = university; II+ =
secondary with baccalauréat degree; II- = secondary without baccalauréat; I = elementary.
Crosses represent the deceased and numbers the cousins’ ages.

7Some of those schools were founded by Arab countries (see Lewandowski and Niane 2013:
516–17; Villalón and Bodian 2012).

8This law also included the creation of public Franco-Arabic schools and optional religious
teaching in all public schools.

9In 2013, roughly 73 per cent of private elementary schools in Dakar were secular, 19 per cent
Franco-Arabic, and 4 per cent Catholic (République du Sénégal 2013: 31).

10In urban areas, Qur’anic education occurs in early years (from age three to six), then at week-
ends and during holidays, or with a home Qur’anic teacher. Full-time Qur’anic schools or intern-
ships mainly enrol children from rural and/or poorer families. For an overview of the variety of
Arabic and Islamic educational options in Senegal, see Lewandowski and Niane (2013) and
Dia et al. (2016).
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Franco-Italian ‘bilingual’ schools are the most recent secular school additions to
Dakar’s diverse educational landscape (see also Hoechner forthcoming for a dis-
cussion of English-Arabic schools). These schools were established in response to
the schooling needs of migrants and, in some cases, were set up by return migrants
themselves.

In the context of this diversification of school types, investing in children’s
schooling represents a critical gamble for parents. Different types of private
schools open up different opportunities for professional integration in the future.
Schooling types are also associated with different dimensions of Senegalese cul-
tural identities (French and Western versus Arab, Muslim and local) and skills
that may be necessary in the child’s upbringing. A ‘good’ education may be mea-
sured in diplomas, religious knowledge, or children’s appropriate behaviour.
Parents’ horizons of expectation – linked to an uneven and changing landscape
of opportunities (global and local) – represent a key factor in choosing children’s
schools. Thinking about which school will provide the best opportunities for eco-
nomic and social advancement is a tricky calculation bound by parents’means and
children’s potential. The following section examines the maisonnée as a daily
kinship unit whose members pool resources for children’s education.

‘Bringing children somewhere’

Pierrot and Khady Gueye grew up in the house their father, Ousmane, built in
Yoff. Pierrot lost his mother (Ousmane’s second wife) when he was young and
Khady’s mother (Ousmane’s fourth wife) raised him and his siblings. When
their father died in 2006, he was retired and his children had already taken over
the household expenses. At that time, all inhabitants of the paternal house ate
together and Pierrot contributed to the common grocery budget. In 2011,
Khady’s eldest brother left the Gueye house to live on his own with his two
wives and children. Pierrot told me that, at that point, Khady’s mother ‘freed’
him (Pierrot), allowing him to eat upstairs with his wife and children so that he
could spend less on the shared household expenses. He was grateful to his step-
mother, because he was earning a meagre wage. At that moment, the physical
house began to function as two separate economic units, or, in Florence
Weber’s terms, two separate maisonnées.

Weber (2002; 2005) defines a ‘maisonnée’ as an intimate and economic unit
based on practical measures of relatedness whose members do not necessarily
live together. This concept is heuristically useful in understanding economic
flows within transnational households by treating transnational families as part
of multisite maisonnées. A maisonnée represents a changing unit, at a specific
moment in time, in which members combine resources (time, money, material
goods, skills) for a ‘common cause’ (Gollac 2003). Members of each maisonnée
work together in order to ‘bring children somewhere’, as expressed by several
informants – hopefully to a better socio-economic position than that of the previ-
ous generation. Here, I focus specifically on the maisonnée as made up of indivi-
duals who work together to provide for children’s schooling.

Guyer and Peters have demonstrated that the concept of ‘household’ as used in
demographic and economic surveys is inappropriate for the analysis of African
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domestic economies (Guyer 1981; Guyer and Peters 1987; see also Moya 2017:
75–7). The resources and residents of a house are ‘not organized according to a
calculation of total inputs and outgoings, nor with respect to a house as an
enclosed unit’ (Motta 2014: 124), but rather as intertwined relations, which tran-
scend the walls of a single house and also vary over time. The idea of a household
as a closed unit with a shared budget hardly maps on to the daily economic organ-
ization of Senegalese kin groups. Rather, different expenses and objectives may
delimit separate groups (raising children, eating together, paying school fees or
bills, taking care of the elderly, furnishing the house). Houses ‘represent knots
of financial flows both partitioned and divergent’ (Moya 2017: 76) in which
each individual draws on personal networks. In this kind of cross-linked
economy, the limits of economic units are difficult to determine.

In Wolof, the verb ‘to succeed’ may be glossed as ‘tekki’, which means literally
‘to untie’. One who has succeeded is unleashed from those on whom he depended.
This does not mean, however, that the person is independent or autonomous.
Rather, the relationship of dependence is reversed. Being able to care for others
represents a crucial part of what characterizes full adult personhood throughout
Africa (Cole 2010; 2014; Buggenhagen 2012). The distribution of resources
within amaisonnée is organized according to individuals’ unequal status positions.
Each person has specific rights and obligations, relative to gender, age, school level
and work situation. In Senegal, Islamic norms require husbands and fathers to
support dependants in their families and beyond, and to provide for their chil-
dren’s education (Moya 2017: 60–1). When fathers reach retirement age, their
eldest children (especially boys) who benefited most from the fathers’ period of
activity should ideally take over providing for their juniors. With rising unemploy-
ment in Dakar, this expectation is increasingly difficult for young men to achieve.
Today, men often struggle to fulfil the role of sole providers andwomen commonly
contribute to maisonnée budgets.

Economic relations between men and women are a delicate topic in Senegal.
According to the value of sutura (discretion), financial arrangements between
husband and wife/wives are said to be best left unspoken (Moya 2017: 65). A
number of researchers have noted stereotypical remarks both women and men
make minimizing women’s contribution to household budgets (which can be con-
siderable, especially when women live abroad) and maintaining the myth that the
husband, father or eldest brothers manage all household expenses (Adjamagbo
et al. 2004; Buggenhagen 2012; Moya 2017: 61–6).

During her first years in the US, Khady regularly sent new shoes and backpacks
to Pierrot’s children. She explained that she did not want them to ‘feel wronged or
frustrated’ relative to their cousins downstairs, because ‘they all are children of the
same house’. Pierrot, however, failed to express gratitude, uncomfortable with the
gifts his successful younger sibling offered. In the Gueye home, economic inequal-
ities between the downstairs and upstairs maisonnées have widened, in part driven
by remittances Khady sends from the US. A subtle social competition has grad-
ually exacerbated this division, notably expressed in comments regarding how
each group raises their children. The temporality of ‘practical kinship’ groups
(Bourdieu 1972) is made up of shifting fusions and fissions, alliances and
conflicts. The concept of maisonnée, focused on who combines their resources at
a given moment, allows us to analyse these reconfigurations over time.
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In my fieldwork among migrants’ children and maternal kin in Senegal, I met
families in which migrant women contributed significantly to household budgets.
This financial participation could, in some cases, call into question their brothers’
authority. While the younger brothers of migrant women often suggested that they
had a ‘right’ to be looked after by their older sisters until they could take over care
of the maisonnée, Pierrot’s example shows that older brothers struggle to accept
similar investments. The next section illustrates the ways in which people from
the same maisonnée might work together, sharing love, money and care, but not
in an undifferentiated manner. In what follows, I examine intra-maisonnée
inequalities through an analysis of the downstairs children’s schools. I then
show how global inequalities are made visible through gambles on schooling
choices for Pierrot’s children upstairs.

Uneven resource distribution

I first met the Gueye family in Yoff in January 2013 and I lived with them at
various points during my fieldwork. I later met Khady Gueye in the US in
2014. A forty-two-year-old nurse’s assistant, Khady had been living in the US
since 2009 when she joined her husband, a forty-eight-year-old delivery driver,
who had been there since 2003. Khady’s two children live in the Gueye home in
Yoff, part of the downstairs maisonnée.

Educational investments in a maisonnée’s children shed light on the ways in
which the redistribution of resources to children is organized by relationships
between adult siblings. As Caroline Bledsoe points out: ‘[T]he way an adult
takes care of another’s child is more often indicative of the relationship between
adults than of the affective link with the child’ (1995: 131). Studies on trans-
national families focus largely on relationships between migrants and their chil-
dren or ageing parents in their home countries. Here, I focus instead on adult
sibling relations, which Thelen and her colleagues suggest provide ‘insights into
the making and breaking of kinship ties across the life course’ in that they are
‘as important to the maintenance of families and households as parenthood
and marriage’ (2013: 2). Siblings’ unequal positions – of gender and generation
and as migrants or non-migrants – are passed on to the next generation,
shaping the circulation of resources.

The school a child attends highlights their parents’ status in the kin group.
Which adult pays a child’s school fees reflects individuals’ past relationships as
well as the maisonnée’s members’ beliefs about responsibility and resource distri-
bution. Questions of who makes it possible for a child to attend a costly school
often came up spontaneously in conversation as speakers proudly identified a
child’s benefactor. These public references constitute ‘nice words’ (wax bu neex
or wax bu rafet), which are expected and appreciated in Senegal when someone
has been ‘generous’ (baax in Wolof). The ‘bond of education’ represents in
Senegal ‘material-emotional family connections that enabled schooling and
resulted from schooling’ (Hunter 2014: 467); paying for a child’s education there-
fore ‘creates profound obligations that cut across and help to form kinship rela-
tions’ (ibid.: 489). Children who gain salaried employment commonly give their
first pay cheque to their parents, grandparents and parents’ friends, and continue
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redistributing part of all subsequent salaries. Education ‘debts’do not map cleanly
on to a cost–benefit logic (Bledsoe 1994; Coe 2014). Ideally, children will express
unending gratitude for those who financed their schooling, raised and educated
them. Successful children ‘are not free to enjoy unencumbered the rewards of
their success; rather, they should bring benefits to their investors’ (Bledsoe 1992:
191).

In 2014, there were six school-age children in the downstairs maisonnée:
Khady’s two children (a three-year-old boy born in Rhode Island and a fifteen-
year-old girl born in Dakar), Khady’s deceased sister’s two children whose
father had also passed away (a boy of nine and a girl of seventeen), and another
sister’s two children (aged six and eight) whose parents had limited financial
means and lived in a house across the street (see Figure 1). Khady’s youngest
brother also lived downstairs. The maisonnée’s investments in this adult brother’s
private university tuition show how Khady and her sisters prepared the next step
of the family cycle of reciprocity by providing an excellent education to the person
assumed to be the future head (borom kër) of the downstairs maisonnée.

All school-age children in Khady’s maisonnée were enrolled in private and well-
reputed French schools (Catholic or secular). They also received Qur’anic and
Arabic classes at home every Saturday and homework support almost every
weekday evening. Differences in the schools’ fees, prestige and distance from
the house (which might entail transportation costs) reveal inequalities among chil-
dren. Analysis of these unequal investments show howmaisonnées are constructed
through individual relationships of reciprocity that follow the logic of stratified
material distribution.

I was surprised to learn that the two children who attended the schools with the
best reputations were those who had lost both father and mother. Much of the
extensive literature on orphans in West Africa highlights the disadvantages
these children face within their host families. But these two children represent a
notable exception. They were the children of Khady’s eldest sister Mareme. The
seventeen-year-old daughter was in her final year at a highly reputed Catholic
lycée in downtown Dakar (30,000 CFA francs (FCFA) per month, or roughly
€46). Her nine-year-old brother attended a Catholic primary school (18,000
FCFA/month, €27) closer to home. Khady and her sister who lived in France
paid the school fees for Mareme’s children.

When their parents died, these children were not fostered to another home but
continued living in their maternal grandparents’ house. Before her death in 2006,
Mareme had worked as an accountant in a state ministry. Her accountancy
diploma and steady employment as a civil servant made her a successful eldest
child, which she embodied in her familial relations by paying the school fees for
some of her younger siblings. Khady explained to me that, in life, Mareme was
generous and cared about everyone. Indeed, no praise was too great when
Mareme was remembered in her family’s house. There was a family narrative of
collective success focused on this exemplary image of the generous elder. When
she died of cancer at age forty, her younger sisters promised to take good care
of her children. They explained that Mareme had wanted her children to be exclu-
sively enrolled in Catholic schools, and they worked to carry out her wish. The
orphan children of the sister who was once the entire maisonnée’s benefactor
thus attended excellent schools.
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Through school payments, adults create strong ties of debt and obligation with
children. Financing school fees may mean reimbursing a debt, or creating a new
one. Taking care of others’ children fulfils the moral obligation to share when you
succeed in life. In the case of Mareme’s children, Khady and her sister in France
made it a point of honour to take care of them. More generally, my interlocutors
have always placed particular emphasis on the relationship established with the
person who paid for their own education.

The case of the two boys whose parents lived across the street illuminates
another facet of intra-family resource allocation: efforts to reduce inequalities
and create new indebtedness. Their mother was a housekeeper who had
dropped out of school at the elementary level (sister 7 in Figure 1) and their
father worked only occasionally. Despite their parents’ meagre means, the boys
both attended a secular private school nearby (12,000 FCFA/month, €18).
Khady and another sister who worked at the airport in Dakar (sister 6) paid for
their nephews’ schooling, helping their struggling sister and ensuring that her chil-
dren were not forced to attend public school.

When the eldest of the two boys failed a class andwas obliged to repeat the year,
his aunts were angry. They asked me to advocate on his behalf with the principal of
the school, who I knew well, asking him to allow the boy to move up to the next
grade. Private schools are costly and parents in Yoff often expressed the idea that
there is no point in investing in a child who does not take advantage of the oppor-
tunities offered at an expensive school. Collective investments in children who
appear less promising were regularly called into question in Khady’s downstairs
maisonnée. These two boys were inattentive in class and their aunts often said
that it was not worth paying for them to attend private school, and yet Khady
and her sister continued to cover their school fees. In financing the boys’ schooling,
Khady and her sister redistributed their resources in a way that served to diminish
unevenness between the children in their maisonnée. In so doing, the sisters also
accrued new obligations among their nephews, who would hopefully become
new benefactors for the maisonnée in the future.

For Khady and her sisters, in paying for all the children’s schooling they worked
to maintain the upward trajectory of the downstairs maisonnée as a whole. These
collective investments in school fees unified the maisonnée, establishing it as a
kinship unit in which all the children attended private schools. Khady’s sister
proudly explained, ‘All the children here go to school!’, criticizing a neighbour
who had sent her son to work with the fishermen nearby when he was only four-
teen years old. In this maisonnée, the working adult siblings collectively provided
for the private school fees for all the children; the slight differences in the invest-
ments they made in each were linked, on the one hand, to the history of resource
distribution in the family and, on the other, to the perceived potential of each
child.

To evaluate a child’s ‘potential’, adults consider his or her character: ‘clever-
ness’ (as reflected in grades) and obedience, which adults often interpreted as an
indication of future willingness to demonstrate gratitude. The adults with whom
I carried out my fieldwork were also concerned with children’s potential vis-à-
vis migration. At age three, Khady’s American-born son was already the recipient
of significant educational investments, enrolled in a private Catholic pre-school.
Catholic schools are a distinctive choice in Yoff and enrolling a child in a
French school at the pre-school level is rare. An American citizen by birth, it
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seemed obvious to family members that Khady’s son would return to the US at
some point. Later, Khady sent his younger brother, her third child, who was
also born in Rhode Island, back to Yoff when he was two years old. The following
year, he started attending a new Franco-English ‘bilingual’ pre-school, near Yoff.
Even at their young ages, these children represented future migrants to the US – a
destination reputed for its economic opportunities – and were thus treated as
future sources of security for the maisonnée.

Diversification of family members’ livelihoods and children’s future paths is a
long-standing strategy African families use to cope with economic risk
(Bryceson 2006). Indeed, it is common in West Africa for siblings to benefit
from unequal investments as parents try to expand their children’s skills, networks
and trajectories (Bledsoe 1994). Children who are thought to have high potential
as future migrants are often the object of substantial school investments aimed at
preparing them for their future abroad.

While Khady and her working sisters provided for all the children’s educations,
the most promising children benefited from more significant investments. The
more successful a child appears to be, the more adults are willing to invest in
his or her trajectory. When Mareme’s daughter graduated from high school in
2015, everyone in the downstairs maisonnée was concerned about where she
would attend university and at what cost. Khady and her sisters had begun prepar-
ing for the burden university tuition would add to the maisonnée’s school budget.
When Mareme’s daughter was accepted at a highly selective public university,
which was free of charge, included a scholarship for living expenses, and promised
a public servant position on graduation, her relatives were all relieved. ‘We’re
saved!’ one of Khady’s sisters exclaimed with a large smile. As children advance
in their studies and tuition fees increase, themaisonnée’s school budget is regularly
renegotiated. A private university would have been very expensive. The maisonnée
was ‘saved’ both in the present, via tuition savings, and hopefully in the future,
since their niece was assured a salaried position.

Finally, investments in education are also related to who family members
imagine will take on the role of benefactor and head of the maisonnée. The case
of Khady’s youngest brother (number 9 in Figure 1) further emphasizes how an
individual’s claims to funding are linked to gender and anticipated socio-
economic position. This twenty-five-year-old, who attended a Catholic college
(100,000 FCFA/month, €152) for a master’s degree in management, received
assistance from Khady in the US, his sister in France, and a cousin abroad.
These three migrant relatives pooled their resources to pay for his schooling, on
the assumption that he would bring a wife into their home, inherit a significant
portion of the downstairs property, and, if all went as planned, assume the major-
ity of the maisonnée’s expenses. Another of Khady’s brothers (number 8) was
already living downstairs with his wife, but his low-paid job and lack of commit-
ment to the management of family economics made him a less desirable candidate
for head of the maisonnée than his younger brother. By funding their youngest
brother’s advanced studies together, his sisters prepared him to take over the
maisonnée’s material security.

An examination of investments in education made by members of Khady’s
maisonnée sheds light on several logics that drive adults’ uneven investments in
children’s education: economic moralities of resource redistribution (repaying
and creating new debts, sharing resources and taking up the role of dutiful
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benefactor), parents’ status in the family (in terms of gender, generation, educa-
tion level, income and migration trajectories) and the potential of each child (mea-
sured by behaviour, academic success and migration possibilities).

All the children in the downstairs maisonnée benefited from remittances sent by
Khady in the US and her sister in France, and those thought to have the highest
potential to migrate or redistribute in the future received more. In contrast,
Pierrot’s sons’ future potential did not point as clearly to international migration.
Indeed, lacking the proximity to their migrant relatives that their downstairs
cousins enjoyed, the school fees of the children in Pierrot’s upstairs maisonnée
were not assured by benefactors abroad. The next section focuses on how
Pierrot Gueye, a non-migrant father, attempted to manage the changing landscape
of global and local opportunities with limited material means through a strategic
choice of schools for his two school-age sons.

Global inequalities, local investments

Pierrot was a fifty-year-old father of three who had a degree in law. I had thus
understood him to be what Senegalese often call an ‘intellectual’, a term often
used for francophone, formally educated Africans. Pierrot went to university,
then worked for several years in an NGO that sent him to various regions in
Senegal. Pierrot finally decided to settle down and get married when he was
roughly forty years old. He had taken a manual job at a transport company at
Dakar airport. His salary was reasonable but did not allow him to save money
to build his own house or to support other members of his family. At that
point, his prospects for social advancement shrunk: he could no longer afford
to travel and he had to support his wife (who did not work) and children. He
often spoke to me about his frustration at being stuck at home without the possi-
bility of migrating. Commenting on the length of time I had studied, he said,
‘You’re brave, but you’re lucky enough to be able to do it because you don’t
have anyone behind you’ – i.e. I had no family to support.

Two of his older brothers had succeeded as civil servants (a high-school teacher
and an army officer), built their own houses and left the Gueye home. Pierrot was
the last of his mother’s children in the paternal house. With a law degree that he
did not use and a job that provided few opportunities for advancement, Pierrot
had what Bourdieu called an ‘interrupted trajectory’ (1979: 160–6). His birth
family was relatively wealthy, encouraging him to take his time in establishing
himself in his career and family. He received a francophone diploma at a time
when this level of schooling was perceived to guarantee him a well-paid desk
job. This, however, did not prove to be the case because salaried employment
became scarce in Dakar by the time he decided to take up responsibilities as a
husband and father.

In the Gueye home, Pierrot experienced his declining trajectory relative to the
promising paths of his younger half-sisters downstairs. Khady, for example, was
less educated than he was but had successfully migrated to the US thanks to
her husband. Because Khady’s mother had raised him when his own mother
was ill, Pierrot was still in debt. Furthermore, because his half-siblings downstairs
were his juniors, he was logically positioned to provide material care for them.
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Had he successfully obtained a well-paid position, he could have gone on to
provide substantial support for the members of Gueye house more broadly. But
over the years, the gap between Pierrot’s future prospects and those of his
migrant half-sisters had widened. Differences in the siblings’ trajectories have
been reflected in divergent school strategies for downstairs and upstairs children.
Pierrot’s choice of schools for his two sons was a careful calculation, shaped by his
own limitations in terms of economic means and international connections and
each child’s unique potential and ‘luck’.

Given his own French university education and the fact that all the children
downstairs attended French-language schools, Pierrot’s choice to send his eldest
son to a Franco-Arabic school was unexpected. Indeed, Pierrot’s half-sisters
have never understood this choice. Pierrot first explained his decision relative to
the notion that Arabic and Islamic education are believed to effectively teach
obedience and values such as courage, hard work, solidarity with extended kin,
and respect for social hierarchies. This form of schooling is also reputed to
provide children with God’s blessings (baraka) necessary to their success in life
(Buggenhagen 2001; Bledsoe and Robey 1986; Bledsoe 1990; 1992). Pierrot
explained to me that his son had first gone to the private secular school closest
to the house but had done poorly there, having spent most of his time at school
playing with his classmates. Pierrot had thus decided to send him out of the neigh-
bourhood to a Franco-Arabic school where he would not know anyone and where
he would be disciplined enough to learn well.

Adults often mentioned obedience and willingness to work as key indicators of
children’s potential. Children should ideally learn to reciprocate the care adults
invest in them ‘by being obedient and doing household chores quickly and
without fuss’ (Coe 2012: 916). Later, parents hope that children ‘will grow up
to both want to and be successful enough to be able to reciprocate in the future’
(Coe 2011: 15, italics in the original). Pierrot’s choice to enrol his child in a
Franco-Arabic school was thus a preventative act, aimed at cultivating obedience
that could later shape him into a willing benefactor.

Surprisingly, the Franco-Arabic school his son attended was more expensive
(15,000 FCFA/month, €23) than one of the schools the children downstairs
attended. Pierrot justified this difference in price saying that while the Franco-
Arabic school might appear more expensive, ‘everything was included’ at his
son’s school. He continued, saying that he actually saved money by avoiding
the expense of a separate Arabic tutor (7,500 FCFA/month/child, €11) and home-
work support four evenings a week (2,000 FCFA/month/child, €3) that the down-
stairs children received. In this way, Pierrot explained the Franco-Arabic school as
a rational economic choice, since overall it cost less than the secular French school
plus Arabic education in which the downstairs maisonnée invested.

Pierrot further explained to me that ‘at a certain age it is necessary to show one’s
loyalty to the religion’. He continued, saying that he generally wore traditional
clothes or djellaba and went to the mosque each Friday, a mark of his own reli-
gious devotion. By choosing a Franco-Arabic school, Pierrot invested in a local
form of distinction for himself and his maisonnée, an alternative value system
focused on religious respectability (Rodriguez 2015). His choice reflected his
investment in a Senegalese and Muslim identity rather than in an international
andWestern one, in contrast to his half-sisters downstairs whose children attended
French and Franco-English schools.
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Several informants described choosing a school for a child as something akin to
placing a bet on the child’s ‘luck’ (wërsëg). In Wolof, luck is a term that combines
the concept of divine destiny with the idea that one must work to find one’s fate
(see also Gaibazzi 2015; Elliot 2016). To face uncertainty, people must ‘expos[e]
themselves to the possibility of getting a chance’ (Di Nunzio 2015: 153). ‘How
can we guess where a child’s luck will lie?’ Pierrot asked as we discussed his school-
ing choices. He emphasized the possibility that the knowledge of Islam and the
Arabic language could present opportunities for his son, potentially providing
access to other life options through the economic networks of Islamic brother-
hoods (local or transnational) (see Diouf 2000) or through migration to Arab
or Islamic countries for school11 or work.

Pierrot’s own interrupted trajectory was linked to Senegal’s experience of what
Jennifer Cole has called the ‘disintegration of the modern dream of education’
(2011: 69), which took place as French education could no longer guarantee the
economic security of African urban families (see also Gérard 1999; Antoine
et al. 2001; Comaroff and Comaroff 2004: 339–44). In Senegal, some middle-
class parents have begun to invest in Franco-Arabic education (Lewandowski
2011; Dia 2015). With fewer means than migrants and with better prospects in
local value systems, educated parents such as Pierrot may find Franco-Arabic edu-
cation particularly appropriate for certain children. In a changing Senegalese
society, with access to national diplomas, Arabic speakers may well occupy envi-
able positions in the future.

During my fieldwork in 2015, Pierrot was choosing which school his second son
would attend. He described himself as pondering, groping in the dark, comparing
options, while trying to keep afloat financially. In the end, Pierrot chose to send his
second son to a secular French school that cost 9,000 FCFA per month (approxi-
mately €14). Laughing, Pierrot explained that his younger son was too insolent to
go to the Franco-Arabic school like his eldest, adding with a delighted smile, ‘He
asks too many questions!’ One of his half-sisters explained to me that Pierrot’s
second son was very clever (‘dafa muus torob’). French schools still provide privi-
leged access to the contractual job market in Senegal and to migration opportun-
ities as a student. As a result, Pierrot strategically offered a French education to his
second son, who showed particular promise.

Pierrot has worked hard to transmit his social position to his children. Bourdieu
suggests that people who have experienced a declining social trajectory (‘les
déclassés’) are identified by the significant efforts they invest in the maintenance
of their current existence (1979: 122). Pierrot’s efforts to offer his children an
advantageous future lie at the intersection of diversifying their trajectories and
gambling on Arabic-language and religious legitimacy. Worries about the future
can be even more intense for non-migrant parents than they are for those with
close connections to relatives abroad, concerns that are reflected in Pierrot’s
many hesitations regarding schooling choices and his diverse strategies for his
children’s destinies.

11Mainly in Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia, Libya, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Iraq and Iran
(Dia 2015).
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Conclusion

During the colonial and post-independence periods in Senegal, francophone edu-
cation indexed social achievement for urban families. Today, the privatization of
Dakar’s educational landscape has rendered school choices more complicated,
contingent on the livelihoods and migration possibilities adults envisage for
each child. In neoliberal capitalism, private schooling has appeared as an
element of middle-class consumption and a new field of social struggle and dis-
tinction in urban Senegal. The myriad different schools available each give
access to different socio-economic trajectories. Simultaneously, Muslim parents
juggle multiple social norms, between local and global identities, in their efforts
to make ends meet and maintain their claims to middle-class membership.

Through this analysis of school choices in one family house in Dakar’s lower
middle class, I have shown how hopes for the future can be materialized in chil-
dren’s education. This snapshot of the expectations associated with school
choices provides an insight into how maisonnées in Dakar deal with the daily
concern of reproducing their social position. How can one know which child
will be successful? Each maisonnée struggles to choose appropriate schools for
children according to their ‘potential’ (character, skills, probability of migration)
and depending on their parents’ status in the kinship group.

In transnational Dakar, the neoliberal diversification of private schools meets
the logic of unequal redistribution of resources within families. Socio-economic
inequalities between adult siblings are both reproduced and rectified in school
choices for their children. School investments are carefully organized in an
effort to secure themaisonnée’s future needs and hopefully achieve social mobility.
Global inequalities between daily kinship groups such as Khady’s and Pierrot’s
maisonnées are evident in the ways in which they cope with the unevenness of
the private school landscape as a result of their available financial means and
future opportunities.

Successful migrants can perform their role of family benefactor in providing
schooling payments for several children. In so doing, they take their turn in inter-
generational cycles of reciprocity at a distance. In a global world, migrants from
low-income countries are often employed on the bottom rungs of Western job
markets, as was the case for Khady Gueye (a nurse’s assistant). As such, in
these strategic education choices, migrants also ensure their own security for the
future, when they return to Senegal in retirement, hopefully rich owners of mul-
tiple houses but possibly poorer than hoped, old and in need of care. In countries
such as Senegal, where the state provides citizens little assistance, uncertainty is
characteristic of the neoliberal economy, even for maisonnées that include
migrants.

For non-migrant parents, cultivating a promising future for one’s children
locally (with the ever-present hope of opportunities abroad) represents a tricky
challenge. With Dakar’s diverse schooling options, Pierrot navigated paths unex-
plored by his migrant sisters. He struggled to reposition himself positively and
establish a favourable position for his children in a local, religiously oriented
value system (Narotzky and Besnier 2014). In times of neoliberal uncertainty,
building a beneficial future for one’s children requires broadening the territories
and horizons of their opportunities as much as possible.
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Abstract

As in many parts of the world, the school system in Senegal has suffered from state
budget cuts associated with structural adjustment and neoliberal reform in the
1980s. As a result, the quality of elementary public schools has been compromised;
meanwhile a significant private sector developed. This article analyses the prolif-
eration of private schools in Dakar and the ways in which Senegalese parents navi-
gate the multiplicity of school types (French, Franco-Arabic or Franco-English,
Catholic or secular), to understand how families struggle to ensure their social
and material reproduction in a neoliberal economy. I suggest that educational
investments are situated at the intersection of global and intra-family inequalities.
International migration has made global inequalities apparent within and
between Senegalese families, who are unequally positioned depending on
whether they include members living abroad.
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Résumé

Comme dans d’autres régions du monde, le système scolaire sénégalais a souffert
des coupes budgétaires de l’État liées aux ajustements structurels et aux réformes
néolibérales des années 1980. Une des conséquences a été la diminution de la
qualité des écoles élémentaires publiques, qui a engendré un développement
important du secteur privé. Cet article analyse la prolifération des écoles privées
à Dakar et la manière dont les parents sénégalais réagissent face à cette
multiplicité des types d’écoles (français, franco-arabe ou franco-anglais, catholi-
que ou laïque), pour comprendre comment les familles luttent pour assurer leur
reproduction sociale et matérielle dans une économie néolibérale. Je suggère
que les investissements éducatifs se situent à l’intersection des inégalités globales
et intrafamiliales. Les migrations internationales rendent d’autant plus visibles les
inégalités globales entre et au sein des familles sénégalaises. Disposer ou non de
membres vivant à l’étranger positionne inégalement les familles dakaroises dans
les hiérarchies socio-économiques.
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